Abstract. In this paper we give a boundary value characterization of the space D'LP (R) (see also [4] ). Namely, we will show that every distribution that belongs to the space D'lp (R) can be represented by analytic functions. We will also show that ana- 
In this note we will use the notations introduced by L. Schwartz in [7] . The norm in L p is denoted by || • ||¿P.
N denotes the set of positive integers, No = N U{0}. DEFINITION 1. We define spaces DLg(R) for q > 1 as follows: 
DLI(R)
=
Proof. Let A E D'LP(R).

According to Theorem 1 we have the following representation
It is sufficient to estimate the integral
For n > 1 there exists a constant c > 0 such that
Elements of D'^q (R) as boundary values n+~fn(t) dt
where
belongs to L 1 (R) for n > 1.
It remains to estimate the integral
Strnhd«')* Using the inequality (see [10] , pp. 133-138)
we obtain (3).
The Cauchy transform assigns to each generalized function A G D' Lp (R) the function CA(z), which is holomorphic in C\R (see [1] ). This function has an important property, namely its boundary behaviour which is described in the following theorem. First, we will introduce one more definition. 
If for every ip E D^ (M) there exists the limit (Tf, <p) ••= lim t [f(x + iy) -f(x -iy)] <p(x) dx y-* 0 i w then we call Tf the boundary value of / in D' Lp (R).
Denote by H l p the space of all functions / holomorphic in <P 0 \ E and satisfying the estimate 
where $ € C 1 (C) is such a function that = ip and 
Proof. One can easily construct a function <P fulfilling the conditions of the theorem (see [5] ).
Take a > 0 and <5 6 (0,6 0 ) and define the segments:
={z:Sz€ (0,<5), |»z| < a} <P a _ -{z : Qrz G (-¿,0), |5Rz| < a} 7a )+ = {z : z = a + it, 0 < t < <5} To,-= {z : z = -a + it, 0 < t < <5} ra,5+e = {z : z = t + i(S + e), |i| < a} r a , e = {z : z = t + ie, |i| < a}.
Let e <
• Using the complex Stokes theorem (see [5] ), we get 
Ta-
We will estimate the integrals along the segments 7 a + and j a -.
Since y + ££(£,£ + S) for y E (0, <5) and / E HLP, we get M ||/(-+ i{y + e)\\ LP < -rfsr, for some m 6 N 0 and M > 0.
(y + e)
This implies (see [10] , p. 125) that lim f(x + i(y + e)) = 0. | x| -»oo Thus, by the assumption (5), the integrals over j a + and tend to zero as a -> oo. As a result the integral over becomes the integral over and we have: 
\ \f(x-i(y + e))-${z) dz
Now, using the Holder inequality we obtain
Since the integrands converge pointwisely to the corresponding integrable functions as e -> 0 we obtain the formula (4).
We will now prove that the formula (4) defines a functional Tf € D' LP (M).
It is sufficient to show that there exists a constant C such that for each This finishes the proof.
